is either empty or a prime ideal of T. Further it is proved that if T is a chained ternary semigroup with T\T 3 = { x } for some x ∊ T, then i) T\ { x } is an ideal of T. ii) T = xT
= P for all odd natural numbers n . ii) T is a semiprimary ternary semigroup. iii) If a ∊ T is a semisimple element of T, then < a > w ≠ . iv) If < a > w = for all a ∊ T, then T has no semisimple elements. v) T has no regular elements, then for any a ∊ T, < a > w = or < a > w is a prime ideal. vi) If T is a commutative chained cancellative ternary semigroup then for every non π-invertible element a, < a > w is either empty or a prime ideal of T. Further it is proved that if T is a chained ternary semigroup with T\T 3 = { x } for some x ∊ T, then i) T\ { x } is an ideal of T. ii) T = xT
1
. , x r } for some odd natural number r. v) If a  T and a  < x > w then a = x r for some odd natural number r or a = x n s n t n and s n  < x > w or t n  < x > w for every odd natural number n. vi) If T contains cancellable elements then x is cancellable element and < x > w is either empty or a prime ideal of T. It is also prove that, in a commutative chained ternary semigroup T, T is archemedian ternary semigroup without idempotent elements if and only if < a > w =  for every a T. Further it is proved that if T is a commutative chained ternary semigroup containing cancellable elements and < a > w =  for every a  T , then T is a cancellative ternary semigroup. It is proved that if T is a noetherian ternary semigroup containing proper ideals then T has a maximal ideal. Finally it is proved that if T is a
commutative ternary semigroup such that T = < x > for some x  T, then the following are equivalent.
1) T = {x, x 2 , x 3 , ............} is infinite. 2) T is a noetherian cancellative ternary semigroup with x  xTT.

3) T is a noetherian cancellative ternary semigroup without idempotents. 4) < a >
w =  for all a T.
5) < x > w = . and if T is a commutative chained ternary semigroup with T ≠ T 3 , then the following are equivalent. (1) T={x, x 3 , x 5 , . . . . . . .}, where x T\ T 3 (2) T is Noetherian cancellative ternary semigroup without idempotents. (3) < a >
II.
Priliminaries : DEFINITION 2.1 : Let T be a non-empty set. Then T is said to be a ternary semigroup if there exist a mapping from T×T×T to T which maps ( 1 2 3 , , 
DEFINITION 2.51 :
A ternary semigroup T is said to be an archimedean ternary semigroup provided for any a, b  T there exists an odd natural number n such that a n  TbT.
DEFINITION 2.52 :
A ternary semigroup T is said to be a strongly archimedean ternary semigroup provided for any a, b ∈ T, there exist an odd natural number n such that <a> n ⊆ <b>. 
III.
Chained Commutative Ternary Semigroups DEFINITION 3.1 : A ternary semigroup T is said to be a chained ternary semigroup if the ideals in T are linearly ordered by set inclusion. NOTE 3.2 : An ideal P of a commutative ternary semigroup T is prime if and only if it is completely prime. i.e., P is prime if and only if x, y, z ∊ T , xyz ∊ P ⇒ either x ∊P or y ∊ P or z ∊ P.
NOTATION 3.3 :
If A is any ideal of a ternary semigroup T, then denote
where n is odd natural number. THEOREM 3.4 : Let T be a commutative chained ternary semigroup and P is a prime ideal of T and
 PT= P for all odd natural numbers n .
Proof : Since x ∉ P and P is prime , x n ∉P for all odd natural numbers n. Since x n ∊ T and P is an ideal of T, x n PT  P for all odd natural numbers n.
Since T is a commutative ternary semigroup, x n T 1 T 1 is an ideal of T.
Since x n ∉ P, x n T 1 T 1 ⊈ P. Since T is a chained ternary semigroup, P  x n T 1 T 1 for all odd natural numbers n.
Let y ∊ P. Then y ∊ x n T 1 T 1 ⇒ y = x n st for some s, t ∊ T 1 . Now x n st ∊ P, x n ∉ P. Since P is prime, s ∊P or t ∊P. Therefore y = x n st ∊ x n PT for all odd natural number n and hence P ⊆ x n PT for all odd natural number n.
Hence P ⊆ Since T is commutative chained terinary semigroup, we have { Pα : α ∊ △ } forms a chain. By Zorns Lemma, { Pα : α ∊ △ } has minimal element say P . Therefore A = P and P is a prime ideal of T, and hence A is prime. Therefore A is a semiprimary ideal of T and hence T is a semiprimary ternary semigroup. THEOREM 3.6 : Let T be a commutative chained ternary semigroup. If a ∊ T is a semisimple element of T, then < a > w ≠ .
Therefore a ∊ < a > = < a > n for all odd natural numbers n and hence a ∊ 
Therefore a 3k is a semisimple element of T. By theorem 3.9, a 3k is a regular element of T.
It is a contradiction. Hence < a > w is a prime ideal of T. DEFINITION 3.11 : Let T be ternary semigroup and a ∊ T. Then a is said to be a left cancellable clement if aax = aay ⇒ x = y, lateral cancellable clement if axa = aya ⇒ x = y, right cancellable clement if xaa = yaa ⇒ x = y holds for all x, y ∈ T. DEFINITION 3.12 : Let T be ternary semigroup and a ∊ T. Then a is said to be cancellable clement if it is left, lateral and right cancellable element. Proof : Suppose that a regular element in T. Therefore there exists x, y ∊ T such that axaya = a. Now axayaxaya = axaya = a ⇒ a(xay)a(xay)a = a. That is asasa = a where (xay) = s. Hence a is strongly regular. Conversely, suppose that a is strongly regular element in T. Therefore there exists x ∊ T such that axaxa = a. Hence a is regular in T. DEFINITION 3.18 : Let T be a ternary semigroup and a ∊ T. Then a is said to be π-regular if there exists x ∊ T such that a n xa n xa n = a n for some odd natural number n.
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www.iosrjournals.org 54 | Page DEFINITION 3.19 : Let T be a ternary semigroup and a ∊ T. Then a is said to be π-invertible element if there exists x ∊ T such that a n xa n xa n = a n and xa n xa n x = x for some odd natural number n. THEOREM 3.20 : If T is a commutative chained cancellative ternary semigroup then for every non π-invertible element a, < a > w is either empty or a prime ideal of T. Proof : Suppose that a is a non π-invertible element in T. If < a > w = then theorem is trivial. Let < a > w ≠ . If possible, suppose that < a > w is not prime. Then there exist x, y, z ∊ T such thatxyz ∊ < a > w and x, y, z ∉ < a > w . By theorem 2.48, < x > < y >< z > = < xyz >. Now x, y, z ∉ < a > w , implies that there exists odd natural numbers n, m, p such that x ∉ < a > n , y ∉< a > m and z ∉< a > p . Consider k = min { n , m, p }. Then x, y, z ∉ < a > k . Since T is chained ternary semigroup, we have a 3k is a strogly regular element of T. Therefore a 3k = a 3k xa 3k xa 3k for some x ∊ T.
Now a 3k xa 3k xa 3k xa 3k = a 3k xa 3k . Since T is cancellative, xa 3k x a 3k x = x. Hence a is a π-invertible element in T. It is a contradiction. Thus < a > w is a prime ideal of T. Hence < a > w = or < a > w is prime ideal of T. Proof : Suppose if possible x, y  T\T 3 and x ≠ y. Since T is a chained ternary semigroup,
If < x >  < y >, then x  < y > and hence x = yst for some s, t T. Therefore x T 3 , which is not true. If < y >  < x >, then y < x > and hence y = xpq for some p, q T.
Therefore y  T 3 , which is not true. It is a contradiction . Therefore x = y . So there exists unique x  T such that x T 3 . Therefore T\T 3 = { x }.
THEOREM 3.22 : Let T be a chained ternary semigroup with T\T 3 = { x } for some x ∊ T. Then T\ { x } is an ideal of T.
Proof : Let a  T\{x}and s, t  T. we have ast  T 3 . Since x  T 3 , we have ast ≠ x and hence ast  T\{ x }. Hence T\{ x } is a right ideal of T. similarly, we can get sta, sat  T\{ x }. Therefore T\ { x } is an ideal of T. If s, t  x TT then a = x n s n s l n t n t l n  x n TT = < x n > = < x > n . It is a contradiction.
Hence s, t  x TT. Therefore s = x and t = x. Thus a = x n for some odd natural number n.
It is a contradiction. Therefore n > 1. Suppose that s n  < x > w and t n  < x > w then t n = x p for some odd natural number p. Therefore a = x n s n t n = a = x n+p s n where n + p is even.
Hence a = x m z where z  < x > w for some even natural number m. 
, implies that x n+m+p = x n+m+p+2 st for some s, t ∊ T. Now x n+m+p = x n+m+p+2 st and x is cancellative, implies that x = x 3 st for some s, t  T. Therefore x = x 3 st T 3 . It is a contradiction. Therefore either a  < x > w or b < x > w or c < x > w and hence < x > w is a prime ideal. Therefore < x > w is either empty or a prime ideal of T. THEOREM 3.28 : Let T be a commutative chained ternary semigroup. Then T is archemedian ternary semigroup without idempotent elements if and only if < a > w =  for every a T. Proof : Suppose that T is an archemedian ternary semigroup without idempotents. If possible, suppose that < a > w   for some a T. By theorem 3.10, < a > w is a prime ideal of T. Since T is an archemedian commutative ternary semigroup, by theorem 2.54, T has no proper prime ideals. Therefore < a > w = T. Now a < a > w  < a > 3 and hence a is semisimple. By theorem 3.9, a is regular. So T has idempotent elements. It is a contradiction. Hence < a > w =  for every a S. Conversely suppose that < a > w =  for every aS. Since < a > w =  for every a  T, By corollary 3.7, T has no semisimple elements. By theorem 2.44, T has no idempotent elements. If possible, suppose that P is proper prime ideal of T.
Let x  T such that x  P. Since x  P, by theorem 3.
It is a contradiction. Hence T has no proper prime ideals. By theorem 2.54, T is an archemedian ternary semigroup. THEOREM 3.29 : If T is a commutative chained ternary semigroup containing cancellable elements and < a > w =  for every a  T, then T is a cancellative ternary semigroup. Proof : Let T be a commutative chained ternary semigroup containing cancellable elements. Suppose that < a > w =  for every a T. Proof : Suppose that T is a ternary group. Let A be an ideal of T. Clearly, A ⊆ T. Let t ∊ T and a ∊ A. Now t, a ∊ T and T is ternary group, implies that the equation axa = t has solution in T. Therefore there exists s ∊T, such that asa = t. Hence t = asa ∊ < a > ⊆ A. Therefore A = T. Thus T has no proper ideals. Hence T is simple ternary group. Conversely, suppose that T is simple ternary semigroup. Therefore T has no proper ideals. Let a, b, c ∊ T. By theorem 3.31, we have abT = {abt : t ∊ T} is a right ideal of T. Since T is commutative, abT is an ideal of T. Since T has no proper ideals, we have abT = T. Therefore c ∊ T = abT. Therefore, there exists s ∊ T, such that c = abs. Hence the equation abx = c has a solution in T. Similarly, we can prove the equations axb = c and xab = c has solution in T. Thus T is a ternery group. COROLLARY 3.39 : If T is a commutative ternary group, then abT = Tab = aTb = T for all a, b ∊ T. COROLLARY 3.40 : If T is a commutative ternary group, then aaT = Taa = aTa = T for all a ∊ T. THEOREM 3.41 : If T is a ternary group, then every element of T is regular element in T. Proof : Suppose that T is a ternary group and a ∊ T. By corollary 3.40, we have aTa = T. Now a ∊ T and aTa = T, implies that a ∊ aTa. Therefore, a = axa for some x ∊ T. Hence axaxa = axa = a. Therefore a is strongly regular and hence regular in T. Thus every element of T is regular element in T. THEOREM 3.42 : If T is a commutative cancellative archemedian chained ternary semigroup with < a > w   for some a T, then T is a ternary group.
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Proof :
Let T be a commutative cancelative archemedian chained ternary semigroup with < a > w   for some a T. If possible, suppose that T has no idempotent elements. Since < a > w  , then by theorem 3.10, < a > w is a prime ideal of T. Since T is an archemedian commutative ternary semigroup by theorem 2.53, T has no proper prime ideals. It is a contradiction. Hence T has idempotent elements. Let e be an idempotent element in T. Then xe 3 = xe for every x  T. Since T is cancellative , we have xee = x for every x ∊ T. Since T is commutative, eex = exe = xee = x for every x T. Let a, b, c  T. Now e, b, a T and T is archemedian ternary semigroup, implies that e n  < a > and e n  < b > for some odd natural number n. Since T is commutative, e  aTT and e  TTb. Therefore e = axy and e = pqb for some x, y, p, q  T. Now c = ece = (axy)c(pqb), implies that c = a(xycpq)b. Therefore s = xycpq is the solution of c = asb.
Since T is commutative, the equations axb = abx = xab = c has solution in T. Therefore T is a ternary group. 
